Flexible endoscope-assisted endonasal transsphenoidal surgery for pituitary tumors.
We have performed rigid endoscope-assisted endonasal transsphenoidal microsurgeries for pituitary tumors in 230 patients. Recently, we further introduced the use of a flexible endoscope to inspect the tumor bed and suprasellar structures more extensively. We report our experience with the flexible endoscope in endonasal transsphenoidal surgery for pituitary tumors. The endoscopes were used to complement the microscope in visualization. The flexible endoscopes were used in 34 recent cases with suprasellar and/or lateral tumor extension. During or after removal of the main tumor bulk, the flexible endoscope together with a rigid endoscope was used to inspect the tumor cavity, especially at the blind spot of the microscope. Despite limited resolving power, in all the 34 cases the flexible endoscope was a highly efficient tool permitting extensive visualization of almost the whole surgical area, even in narrow surgical fields and spaces not visible with an operating microscope or a rigid endoscope, and allowing continuous change of viewing angle. The residual tumor situated laterally or in the suprasellar areas that could not be reached and was impossible to remove by a rigid endoscope could be dissected and extirpated under a flexible endoscope using grasping forceps in 5 patients with pituitary adenoma and all the craniopharyngioma cases. The flexible endoscope may be more efficient in the lateral and suprasellar areas than the rigid endoscope in compensating for the narrow surgical field in endonasal pituitary surgery, despite its limited resolving power. Surgeons should make the best use of the advantages of each instrument.